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Twelfth Tradition
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place
principles before personalities.
Anonymity is one of the basic elements of our recovery and it pervades our Traditions and our
Fellowship. It protects us from our own defects of character and renders personalities and their
differences powerless. Anonymity in action makes it impossible for personalities to come
before principles.
- The Twelve Traditions of NA, na.org
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Hey, the SW Area of NA means more than I could ever express. Below is, but
only a pinch.
I’m yet another NA SW Area “transplant.” I’ve called the SW Area home since
2014. Locally, the Fellowship welcomed me when I attended a Saturday Night
Fireside meeting held on Lake Elsinore’s shoreline... Those few members that
showed up to that meeting for my first couple of Saturdays, most-likely have no
idea that they were instruments of God. That I was in a terrible place. That using
wasn’t an option for ME. I’m blessed to see a few of those members regularly to
this day.
However, like the liars, cheats & thieves we are/can be/all are eligible, haha! I
look at many of us as pirate-like folk (meant with our weird kinda love) they
railroaded me into holding secretary position.
Anyway, yeh, they got me a commitment alright; as the secretary, the firewood
guy, the coffee guy and the chair guy. My commitment as a home group member
was & continues to be a staple of my continued recovery.
Thanks, Jim C. Clean Date: November 19, 2004

Twelfth Concept
In keeping with the spiritual nature of Narcotics Anonymous, our structure should always
be one of service, never of government.
Within the context of the Twelve Concepts, as a body, this concept serves much the same
function as Tradition Twelve in the context of the traditions. It brings our consideration of
concepts for NA service back to the spiritual root of selfless service. “A structure based on that
foundation could only be one of service, never of government.”- Twelve Concepts for NA Service, na.org

“Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of these steps,
we tried to carry this message to addicts, and to practice
these principles in all our affairs.”

STEP 12

Note from SWA Member:

We came to Narcotics
Anonymous as the result of
the wreckage of our past.
The last thing we expected
was an awakening of the
spirit. We just wanted to
stop hurting.

The steps lead to an
awakening of a spiritual nature. This
awakening is evidenced by changes in
our lives. These changes make us better
able to live by spiritual principles and to
carry our message of recovery and hope
to the addict who still suffers. The
message, however, is meaningless
unless we LIVE it. As we live it, our lives
and actions give it more meaning than
our words and literature ever could.
The idea of a spiritual awakening takes
many different forms in the different
personalities that we find in the
Fellowship. However, all spiritual
awakenings have some things in
common. Common elements include an
end to loneliness and a sense of
direction in our lives. Many of us believe
that
a
spiritual
awakening
is
meaningless unless accompanied by an

increase in peace of mind and a concern
for others. In order to maintain peace of
mind, we strive to live in the here and
now.
Those of us who have worked these
steps to the best of our ability received
many benefits. We believe that these
benefits are a direct result of living this
program.
When we first begin to enjoy relief from
our addiction, we run the risk of
assuming control of our lives again. We
forget the agony and pain that we have
known. Our disease controlled our lives
when we were using. It is ready and
waiting to take over again. We quickly
forget that all our past efforts at
controlling our lives failed.
Basic Text 49
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The Temecula Noon Meeting has what it takes!

8:00 PM Murrieta
“Living the Solution
Men’s Meeting”
Do You Have What it Takes?

New Email

SWANACleanTimes@gmail.com
We Do Recover by JR
The medical community believes that
they can curb an addicts cravings
(obsession) by using drugs that block
receptors. This clearly shows they don’t
understand the insanity of addiction or
even the nature of cravings (obsession).
What a drug user actually craves is the
ritual of obtain and using their drug of
choice with the hopes that for the next
five minutes nothing will matter.

2019 SWA ASC Inventory
The ASC will be reviewing inventory questions monthly and would like your
input. Please email your response to SWANACleanTimes@gmail.com to be
presented to the ASC.
(October) 1. How can we enhance the ASC’s spirit of unity?
(November) 2. How well does the ASC practice spiritual principles in our work
and in our meetings? How do we allow a loving Higher Power to guide our
process and service efforts?
(December) 3. Is involvement in the ASC increasing or decreasing? How might
this be connected to the decisions we’ve been making or the ways we’ve been
making them?
(January) 4. What could the ASC do differently to better carry our our services?

We suffer from a spiritual sickness, a
physical disease, and mental instability.
We simply cannot treat a drug problem
with drugs because they do not treat
the underlying problem. Self-hatred,
shame, guilt and fear become our
masters as we are in a nonstop quest to
get one more and turn off that inner
voice that says, “You're a piece of shit
and you will never be anything but a
piece of shit.”
Desperation and surrender are the
catalysts that start our recovery. Our
solution is spiritual not medical.
Cravings? Our solution is to sit with
another addict trying to kick and share
how we got through it. We replace
isolation with fellowship, and find hope
in others who have made it.

We work the 12 Steps, which restore us
to sanity, clean up our past, and give us
a vision of the future which is unlike
anything we thought possible. What
addicts seek is FREEDOM!
We seek relief from fear, anger, and
resentment, not just from being
dopesick.
Medical Assisted Treatment (MAT)
offers addicts a crumb, but we want the
whole pie.
Don’t let anybody tell you addicts don’t
recover. There are millions of us who
have been withdrawal and found a new
way of life.
Shame on the medical community who
treat addiction as a hopeless disease.
WE DO RECOVER!
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